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families, unfulfilled dreamers, anxious

souls. They exist in a twilight realm—in a

place by the window late at night when the

streets are empty and the world appears to be

quiet. But you are up, unable to sleep. So

you stay awake. Praise for Stay Awake “Eerily

beautiful . . .

Stay Awake: Dan Chaon: 9780345530387:

Amazon.com: Books

Now, in Stay Awake, Chaon returns to that

form for the first time since his masterly

Among the Missing, a finalist for the

National Book Award. In these haunting,

suspenseful stories, lost, fragile, searching

char. Before the critically acclaimed novels

Await Your Reply and You Remind Me of Me, Dan

Chaon made a name for himself as a renowned

writer of dazzling short stories.

Stay Awake by Dan Chaon - Goodreads

Dan Chaon’s stories feature scattered

families, unfulfilled dreamers, anxious

souls. They exist in a twilight realm—in a

place by the window late at night when the

streets are empty and the world appears to be

quiet. But you are up, unable to sleep. So

you stay awake. Praise for Stay Awake.

“Eerily beautiful . . .

Stay Awake by Dan Chaon, Paperback | Barnes &

Noble®

Stay Awake is Chaon's return to short

stories, and while I didn't feel that any of
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the stories in this collection packed the

power of some of his older stories, they are

still tremendously well-written and immensely

readable. All of the characters in these

stories are dealing with some sort of trauma,

be it physical, psychological, even

paranormal.

Stay Awake: Stories - Kindle edition by

Chaon, Dan ...

In "The Bees," the opening story of Dan

Chaon's new collection "Stay Awake," the

protagonist, Gene, is frequently startled out

of sleep by disturbing episodes of his young

son's screaming. "Here is...

'Stay Awake,' by Dan Chaon: review - SFGATE

The story “Presentiment” from Dan Chaon ’s

first book, the 1995 collection Fitting Ends,

offers a useful point of reference for

readers of Chaon’s new collection, Stay

Awake. In “Presentiment,” Rich and Georgia

visit their severely autistic son who lives

at a care facility in a nearby city.

Stay Awake, by Dan Chaon | Fiction Writers

Review

Before the critically acclaimed novels Await

Your Reply and You Remind Me of Me, Dan Chaon

made a name for himself as a renowned writer

of dazzling short stories. Now, in Stay

Awake, Chaon returns to that form for the

first time since his masterly Among the

Missing, a finalist for the National Book
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Award. In these haunting, suspenseful

stories, lost, fragile, searching characters

wander between ordinary life and a

psychological shadowland.

Summary and reviews of Stay Awake by Dan

Chaon

Book review: 'Stay Awake,' the latest story

collection from Dan Chaon ('Among the

Missing,' 'Await Your Reply'), is quietly

haunting.

Book review: 'Stay Awake: Stories' by Dan

Chaon - South ...

Stay Awake Quotes Showing 1-30 of 32. “A

conclusion is simply the place where you got

tired of thinking.”. ? Dan Chaon, Stay Awake.

tags: conclusion , thinking , tired. 72

likes. Like.

Stay Awake Quotes by Dan Chaon - Goodreads

Dan Chaon is an American writer. He is the

author of three short story collections and

three novels, including Among the Missing,

which was a 2001 finalist for the National

Book Award.Chaon's stories have appeared in

Best American Short Stories, The Pushcart

Prize Anthologies, and The O. Henry Prize

Stories.His 2017 novel, Ill Will, was named

one of the best books of the year by

publications ...

Dan Chaon - Wikipedia

Ghosts are everywhere, though, in “ Stay
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Awake,” the powerful and disturbing new

collection of short stories by Dan Chaon.

This is horror fiction, but of an entirely

different sort from what we’re...

‘Stay Awake’: Dan Chaon’s frightening

collection of ...

Book Summary National Book Award finalist Dan

Chaon presents a collection of suspenseful

tales in which fragile and searching

characters wander between ordinary life and a

psychological shadowland...

Stay Awake : NPR

Dan Chaon’s stories feature scattered

families, unfulfilled dreamers, anxious

souls. They exist in a twilight realm—in a

place by the window late at night when the

streets are empty and the world appears to be

quiet. But you are up, unable to sleep. So

you stay awake. Praise for Stay Awake “Eerily

beautiful . . .

Stay Awake by Dan Chaon: 9780345530387 ...

Dan Chaon's stories feature scattered

families, unfulfilled dreamers, anxious

souls. They exist in a twilight realm--in a

place by the window late at night when the

streets are empty and the world appears to be

quiet. But you are up, unable to sleep. So

you stay awake. Praise for Stay Awake "Eerily

beautiful . . .

Stay Awake by Dan Chaon - Books-A-Million
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Now, in Stay Awake, Chaon returns to that

form for the first time since his masterly

Among the Missing, a finalist for the

National Book Award. In these haunting,

suspenseful stories, lost, fragile, searching

characters wander between ordinary life and a

psychological shadowland.

Stay Awake : Stories by Dan Chaon (2012,

Hardcover) for ...

A gorgeously written psychological study, and

a meditation on identity in the modern world,

this is a literary novel with the haunting

momentum of a thriller. A psychologist in

suburban Cleveland, Dustin is drifting

through his forties when he hears the news:

His adopted brother, Rusty, is being released

from prison.

Stay Awake by Dan Chaon | Audiobook |

Audible.com

Dan Chaon’s stories feature scattered

families, unfulfilled dreamers, anxious

souls. They exist in a twilight realm—in a

place by the window late at night when the

streets are empty and the world appears to be

quiet. But you are up, unable to sleep. So

you stay awake. Praise for Stay Awake “Eerily

beautiful . . .

Stay Awake: Stories | IndieBound.org

Dan Chaon's stories feature scattered

families, unfulfilled dreamers, anxious

souls. They exist in a twilight realm--in a
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place by the window late at night when the

streets are empty and the world appears to be

quiet. But you are up, unable to sleep. So

you stay awake. Praise for Stay Awake Eerily

beautiful . . .

Stay Awake: Stories by Dan Chaon (Paperback,

2012) for ...

Chaon, author of the novels Await Your

Replyand You Remind Me of Me, claims the

title story of his new collection was

inspired in part by Suzanne Vega’s chilling

rendition of the old Mary Poppins...
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